
Online Reputation 
Security



“It takes 20 years to build a 
reputation and five minutes to 
ruin it. If you think about that, 
you’ll do things differently”

Warren Buffett 



ABC Stock after Roseanne Barr’s Tweet and Show 
Cancellation 

NASDAQ



Mistreatment of a United Airlines Passenger 
and Initial Poor Handling of the Event by the 

Company



FB Stock Plummets 
Following a Channel 4 
Dispatches 
Undercover 
Documentary

Reveals employees 
advised to be lenient 
moderating online 
harm, abuse and 
damaging content

$14 Billion loss (10% 
of share price lost)

.



CPL
Undercover Channel 4 Dispatches 
Minimal damage to share price as RiskEye guide 
through scandal

“Last summer, the group hit 
the headlines when a Channel 
4 'Dispatches' documentary 
showed members of its staff 
who were working with 
Facebook being instructed not 
to remove extreme, abusive or 
graphic content from the social 
media giant's website - even 
though the material breached 
guidelines.

There has been no sign in the 
results and trading updates of 
an impact on the business as a 
consequence”



Adidas Offensive Tweets  

Content was left online through lack of oversight and 
moderation



Bank of Ireland

• Ulster Rugby Scandal

• BOI sponsor the rugby team 
of which 3 players accused of 
sexual assault

• Jan – Mar the scandal 
dominated the news and a 
campaign to support the 
victim dominated social media

• BOI instructed by RiskEye 
are able to recover from the 
events



CRH

A Ratings Agency 
commented on a CRH 
merger negatively

RiskEye caught the 
content immediately and 
delivered to CEO just 
prior to a live TV US 
appearance, enabling 
correction and recovery



HMV
Staff take over 
company 
Twitter 
Account

Live tweeting which 
the company could 
not stop due to lack of 
controls in place 





4 billon 
people connected to the 

internet 



1.2 billion Apple iphones
sold



1 billion websites 



2 billion 
active 

users/mth



720 million Instagram users



328 million Twitter users



AON Global Risk 
Management Survey 

20,000 businesses a mix of all sizes 

Reputation the Risk of Risks 
is Growing as digital grows



While
you work

You about 
online risks

To protect you 
from harm



RiskEye monitors, detects and mitigates online threats to business reputation.

LAW ENFORCEMENT

NORMAL

Fake news and untrue posts

Employee bad practice and mocking

Trolling and agressive customer complaints

Hacking

Defaming

Threatening

Blackmail

Joking

HARMFUL

HURTFUL



Employee Risk – live 
video streaming

https://www.facebook.com/AntiEvictionTaskforce/videos/1332941343406099/


Employee Risk – Director about 
colleagues



Malicious 
Competitor 
Employee Risk



Inexperienced 
Employee 
Risk



PR Response 

Great to talk to you today the advice from Edelman is as follows

EITHER -

A - when first negative mention comes up, LET IT GO and don't reply or engage (unless you 
see someone else agree/like/comment, it's completely heinous or it's someone with LOADS 
of followers)

or

B - engage but do so by getting the person to connect with you directly offline to discuss the 
specifics (NEVER discuss specifics on public forum and never get into back & forth with a 
particular person)

An example of how the customer COULD have replied to reduce any negative exposure is 
below

Rich - "Is it true MadDog take longer than other agencies to pay?"

MadDog - "No, this is not correct"

Rich - "So, the extras I have been talking to are lying? For years? Bla bla"

At this point, the best action for Mad Dog to take would be to respond as follows -

Mad Dog - "Rich, if you have an specific details that you'd like to discuss, can you please 
email me directly on xxx@xxx so that we can fully investigate and resolve any issues for 
you?"

If Rich has a proper grievance, it can be taken off line and resolved. If he doesn't and 
continues to moan online, it will appear more like sour grapes as he was given the option to 
engage.

Suggested response as above or as it's gone 1 message further perhaps

"Rich, I'd love it if you could email me directly on xxx@xxx with some details as we'd want to 
fully investigate this and resolve any issues to put your mind at rest"

Legal and also come back and advise it's a PR issue at this point as no laws have been 
broken.



Customer 
Grievances Risk



Identify first source of risk/issue



This threat cannot be monitored by algorithm as it contains images and the images 
show the threat not the words. This particular incident involves the orchestrated 
shutting of petrol stations. 

Threats in images not words



Automated sentiment is wrong more 
than it’s right & every risk matters



SPOTTING A BANK 
ROBBERY 

In todays always on 
world – the public see 
all!  This was in fact a 
bank robbery and a 
subsequent picture was 
taken by a member of 
the public which showed 
the robbers exiting the 
bank into their getaway 
car.   



Online Reputation Security. Defined.



THE RISK 

CLIENT CONFIDENTIAL

• Swan Hotel is being monitored Facebook 
Page and their Twitter page.  

• On 16th February a High Priority alert was 
sent to the client to inform them that their 
Twitter account had a risk arising from an 
article in The Guardian.  



STAGE 1: Risk Occurrence at 
09:42

On 15th February an article was published in The 
Guardian which named the Swan Hotel.  The 
following day at 09:42 a tweet was posted which 
posed a risk to the client’s reputation by calling 
this ‘naming and shaming’



STAGE 2: Risk Detected 

Tweet Published 9:42
Tweet Captured & Assessed 9:42:03



STAGE 3: RiskEye Specialist 
Assessment 

3 points of note on Risk Twitter 
Account

1.Tweeted only 125 times ever on 
this account

2.Only has 17 followers
3.Joined Twitter in November 2015



STAGE 4: Risk Notification 
09:44



Stage 5: Risk 
Mitigation 
10.09



STAGE 6: Risk Escalation & 
Alert 14:58



Stage 7: 
Further Risk 
Mitigation 
15:19



STAGE 8: Day 2 - Risk Escalation



STAGE 9: Post 
Crisis support 



Date Time Stage Action

15.02.17 14.38 Risk Origin The Guardian Publishes article referencing  Hotel

16.02.17

09:42 Risk Occurrence ‘Name and Shame’ Tweet Posted

09:43 Risk Detection Post identified

09:44 Risk Assessment Post assessment by RiskEye Specialist 

09:44 Risk Notification Text and Email alert sent to client notifying them of threat

10.09 Risk Mitigation RiskEye Account Manager emails mitigation advice

14:58 Risk Escalation Poster resumes reputation attack on client

14:58 Risk Detection Further post was detected & assessed by RiskEye 
Specialist

15:01 Risk Alert Text and email alert of escalation sent to client

15:19 Risk Mitigation RiskEye Account Manager emails mitigation advice

17.02.17 10:15 Post Crisis Support Client notification of attempts to engage journalists.  
Client PR took over mitigation. 

20.02.17 22:00 Monitoring Continues No further threat detected

RiskEye Resolution Timeline



THE REVIEW QUIZ
ARE THESE REVIEWS STILL ONLINE OR NOT?





ADVERTISING BREACH
Spam, phone numbers and URL’s





LANGUAGE BREACH

Profanity





CONFLICT OF INTEREST

Refrain from writing biased reviews





REVIEW IS A THIRD PARTY

It’s opinion not a review in the first person


